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Why do we care about bars?
Disks	like	forming	bars!	
•  A	disk	will	naturally	form	a	bar	in	a	couple	of	Gyrs	unless	it	is	parEcularly	

rich	in	gas,	dynamically	hot	or	is	(centrally-)dominated	by	dark	maIer	

à The	presence	of	a	bar	allows	us	to	gauge	disk	“maturity”	

•  2/3	of	spirals	are	barred			

Bars	transform	their	hosts!	
•  The	gas	transport	triggered	by	a	bar	can	affect	significantly	its	host		

à wash	out	metallicity	gradient	across	galaxy	

à central	accumulaEon	of	molecular	gas	

à  triggering	nuclear	starbursts	
à  leading	to	the	formaEon	of	pseudobulges	

à perhaps	even	feeding	an	AGN	

	

(Athanassoula+)	

(opt:	de	Vaucouleurs+63,	near-IR:	Menéndez-Delmestre+07)	

		

Review:	Kormendy	&	KennicuI	2004	
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•  Gas	moEons	in	bars:	(1)	why	are	galaxies	unbarred?		
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Fig. 3.— Stellar mass and rotational velocities for the different galaxy types classifications are

plotted. The dashed lines show the width of the stellar TF-relationship between z∼0 to z∼1 as

derived by Bell & de Jong (2001) and Conselice et al. (2005) respectively (and as shown in Figure

1 of Kassin et al. (2007)). The vertical solid line is the same as that in Figure 2, showing the limits

of our measurement. The symbols for the different galaxies are as follows: dark filled circles -

unbarred disks; blue triangles - long bars, light blue rectangles - short bars, filled red circles - round

compact, filled orange circles - non-round compact, green triangles - clump clusters and filled stars

are chain galaxies. The black circles encircling some of the data points indicate galaxies for which

the measured rotational velocity or velocity dispersion are uncertain due to the limitations of the

observations.

data also suggest that bars may be growing from short to long as the disks evolve to colder and

more massive systems, indicating that bar-driven heating of the disk is less significant than the

competing cooling processes.

Previous studies have shown a strong correlation between the bar fraction, stellar mass of the

galaxy and redshift such that massive galaxies (> 1011 M⊙) had a high (>50%) bar fraction at

z∼0.85, whereas lower mass galaxies (1010M⊙) had a bar fraction < 20% (Sheth et al. 2008). The

evolution of the bar fraction was differential over the last 7 Gyr with the fastest growth of the

bar fraction occurring in the low mass, blue, late type spirals of masses between 1010 and 1011

M⊙(Sheth et al. 2008; Cameron et al. 2010). The present DEEP2/AEGIS sample is too small to
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–  Hot	disks	do	not	host	bars	
(Sheth+12)	

–  But	not	every	massive/

cold	disk	has	a	bar!		

à 	mass	and	dynamic	

coldness	are	necessary	

but	not	sufficient	for	bar	

formaEon!		

–  Why	are	these	disks	
unbarred??	

Open question:�
Why are galaxies barred unbarred?



•  Gas	moEons	in	bars:	(1)	why	are	galaxies	unbarred?		

	

On	the	low-mass	end…	
-  Today	log	M*	~	9.2	

seems	to	be	the	turnover	

point	for	bar	fracEon	

-  Bar	fracEon	drops	for	

low-mass	galaxies	

–  Why	are	these	

galaxies	unbarred?	

•  Gas	richness?	
	

Sheth	et	al.	in	prep	

Open question:�
Why are galaxies barred unbarred?



•  Gas	moEons	in	bars:	(1)	why	are	galaxies	unbarred?		

–  What	is	keeping	these	disks	from	forming	bars?	

	

–  Next	steps?		
•  Extend	disk	hotness	studies	to	radio	regime	

•  Gas	richness	in	low-mass	bar/unbarred	galaxies	

	

With	ALMA/LLAMA:	

Ø 	Interest	in	exploring	gas	moEons	in	unbarred	galaxies:	why	are	
some	massive,	cold	disks	unbarred?	

	

Ø 	Gas	content	and	kinemaEcs	in	low-mass	spirals	and	the	

connecEon	to	the	paucity	of	bars	in	this	mass	range	

	

	

Open question:�
Why are galaxies barred unbarred?



Bars should wash out metallicity gradients… right?

•  Gas	moEons	in	bars:	(2)	Gas	mixing:	bars	should	wash	out	
metallicity	gradients	à	stronger	bars	have	flaIer	gradients	(?)	

	

8. Description of the proposed programme and attachments
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Fig. 1: Left: Slope of the O/H abundance radial gradient from Vila-Costas & Edmunds (1992 - upper panels)
and Zaritsky et al. (1994 - lower panels) as a function of Hubble type. Barred galaxies are shown as open
triangles. Clearly, all barred galaxies have flat gradients. Right: slope of the O/H abundance radial gradient
from Martin & Roy (1994) as a function of bar strength parameterized as bar ellipticity. The stronger the bar
the flatter the gradient.

Fig. 2: The lens in NGC 1291 is clearly visible as a thick eccentric structure surrounding the bar and right next
to it (left). It is also easily recognized as a flat feature in the galaxy radial surface brightness profile (right)
(Adapted from A. Bosma et al., in prep., using an IRAC 3.6µm image).
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Bars should wash out metallicity gradients… right?

(Sánchez+12,	Sánchez-Blázquez+11+14)	

Based	on	HII	regions	

(Sánchez+14)	

•  Gas	moEons	in	bars:	(2)	Gas	mixing:	bars	should	wash	out	
metallicity	gradients	à	stronger	bars	have	flaIer	gradients	(?)	

	•  BUT,	current	CALIFA/IFU	studies	of	

local	galaxies	are	coming	out	“empty	

handed”:	no	difference	in	the	
gaseous/stellar	abundances	of	
barred	and	unbarred	galaxies…	The	
jury	is	sEll	out!	
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local	galaxies	are	coming	out	“empty	

handed”:	no	difference	in	the	
gaseous/stellar	abundances	of	
barred	and	unbarred	galaxies…	The	
jury	is	sEll	out!	

	

•  Use	ALMA/LLAMA	to	study	non-

circular	gas	moEons	in	barred/

unbarred	galaxies	

	



•  Legacy	Survey	of	the	Warm	Spitzer	Mission	

	

–  >2300	galaxies	@	at	3.6/4.5μm		

–  >600	hrs	of	IRAC	
–  a	volume-,	mag-,	size-	limited	survey		@	

3.6/4.5μm	(d	<40	Mpc,	mB	<	15.5,	D25	>	1‘)		

	

–  largest,	deepest	(~27	mag	arcsec2),	

homogeneous	survey	of		nearby	galaxies	

@	mid-IR	

–  ExEncEon	negligible,	fossil	record!	

Spitzer Survey of  Stellar Structures in Galaxies (S4G) �
the quest for (mass) characterization

(Sheth+S4G	2010)	

	

•  MoEvaEon:	

–  Create	the	ulEmate	survey	of	the	distribuEon	of	stellar	structures,	their	

masses	and	properEes	in	the	nearby	Universe	

	

	



Take away points

•  InvitaEon	to	exploit	local	bar/unbarred	samples	(S4G)	to	tackle	

many	open	quesEons	with	LLAMA/ALMA		

	

–  Gas	moEons	in	barred	galaxies	–	Details	on	non-circular	

transport	of	gas	

	

–  Unbarred	galaxies:	How	come	there’s	no	bar?	Was	there	a	bar	

before?	Lens	remnant?	


